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The truth shall not live q uietly .
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Shawnee State University

S~ud~nts given a false sense of security

By Donna Kerecz
UC Editor

'I don't know of
a rape on campus.'

-- Richard Howard

Accident
befalls past

ssu

president

.

was not working at SSU during most
of the time period in the report but,
'' ... heard there were two rapes before this period.' •
Another employee at SSU, who
also wished to remain anonymous,
ssu.
The Chronicle was told by an was concerned that reports and proadministrator, who wished to re- files, and an article entitled "Probmain anonymous, that during the lems are few at SSU," which aptime period reported, Aug. I, 1991 - peared in the Daily Times Sept. 30,
- July 31, 1991, a rape occurred in a were misleading.
The source said that the •'perfect
campus parking lot.
Richard Howard, vice president crime rate" talked about in the reof student affairs, when questioned port is of a serious nature a clear 22
about the rape, said Dan Young, percent of the time.
Gary Stone, New Boston police
director of physical facilities, had
that information. "I don't know ofa chief and owner of Worlc Stone,
Inc., the security company on camrape on campus," Howard said.
Yowtgwasnotavailableforcom- pus, said he could not speak to that
problem because those figures were•
ment.
The Student Right-to-Know and not made available to him after reCampus Security Act (Public Law ceiving the security bid.
IO 1-542) which affects all
The Portsmouth Po!ice Departpostsecondary institutions that re- ment was contacted and questioned
ceive federal financial assistance about incidents on campus in which
wassignedintolawonNov. 8, 1990. they have been involved. A spokesInstitutions were to begins col- person said the Chronicle needed to
lecting information on murder, rape, speak to Captain Haney who was
robbery, aggravated assault, bur- unavailable at that time.
Several recent publications tend
glary and theft of motor vehicles
to show that some institutions are
starting Aug. I, 1991.
That data must then be pub- less than candid when reporting
lished and distributed to all current crime on their campuses.
students and employees, when reIn a paper prepared by
National Association of Student Perquested, beginning Sept. I, I 992.
When questioned, Lt. Steven sonnel Administrators, Inc., parts of
Cooper, security supervisor, said he which were quoted in the SSU docu-

The Chronicle learned Oct. 2,
from docwnents not yet released to
the public, that students may be
givenanillusionofsafetyafterreading the crime statistics and profile of

ment, ••
some colheard there were two.rapes
leges and
universities ·before this period.'
have been
- Lt. Stevwi Cooper
less than
forthright
about the
crime risks that exist on campus.•' $6.40 an hour to provide security to
According to The Chronicle of SSU, and with this money the secuHigher Education's September 1992 rity officer, one each shift, must be
issue, some institutions are "espe- paid and the company's insurance
cially negligent in reporting inci-. and uniforms purchased.
dents of rape and sexual assault ...
According to SSU's profile rebecause most colleges have limited port, •'The officers are responsible
themselves to reporting incidents for the security of the buildings, life
that have been reported to and inves- safety of the campus community
tigated by security officials.''
and surrounding community ... "
According to Diane Funk, direcA police officer at the Portstor of the Rape Victim Advocacy mouth Police Department said she
Program at the University of Iowa, was not aware of any incident in
reports released by some universi- which a security officer would be
ties have information collected only responsible for the safety of the surby campus security that may ••... be rounding community.
creating an illusion that the caniAccording to Title II of Public
pusesare safer than they really are.'' Law 101-542,ArticleE, "adescripBecause of the Student Right- tion ofprograms designed to inform
to-Know Act some boards of trust- students and employees about the
ees are starting to pay more atten- prevention ofcrimes,'' must be made
tion to campus security issues available.
The only program the Chronicle
including their training and salaries,
according to Barry F. Monahan, as- could find available was Blow The

'...

sistant vice-president for administration at Wellesley College.

SSU spends $54,816.80 a year
on security. Worlc Stone receives

Whistle on Crime, which is spon-

sored by the Student Programming
Board and not SSU.
Security will escort you to your
car if asked -- call 355-2232.

A past SSU president has
been injured and his wife killed
in an airplane accident in Germany.

Dr. Robert Ewigleben, who
was SSU president from 1987
to 1989, was vacationing in
Germany with his wife f:sther,
and a relative who was piloting
a small plane.
On a flight back from an
island they visited, the plane
crashed in the North Sea. Mrs.
Ewigleben and the pilot were
killed.
.
Ewigleben suffered hypothermia but his condition is reported as good and he has returned to the United States.
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A lone student sits serenely in

front of the Commons. building
on the SSU campus on a recent
afternoon. Security at SSU may
not be as secure as some say,
according to several sources.

Photo by April Sargent,
UC Photo Editor

Columbus Day represents
500 years of genocide
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Why do we continue to celebrate 500 years of genocide?
By Donna Kerecz
UC Editor

To Native
Aniericans,
Coliunbus Day is a
'time qfmourning.'
-·· Donna Kerecz
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It's that time of year again for what Native Americans view as a form
of ''political genocide'' -- the celebration of the failure of a man called
Christopher Columbus.
This year is the quincentennial of Columbus' so-called discovery of the
land my people have been call~g Turtle Island for thousands of centuries.
The certain portion of the United States (white man's name for Turtle
Island) has already been celebrating for months, from scholarships for high
school students to AmeriFlora.
To Native Americans, Columbus Day is a ''time of mourning.'' We do
not see Columbus as a hero. We reject any and all tributes to him. To us this
celebration is much like celebrating the discoverer of the Ku Klux Klan. We
feel the continuation of the celebration is a racisJ insult.
And so, too, does Terry Wilson, a professor at the University of
California, Berkeley. Wilson says we need to eliminate the stereotype of,
''Here's a bunch of savages who needed to be discovered.••
The city of Berkeley has gone as far as declaring 1992 ''The Year of
Indigenous People." Mayor Loni Hancock said, "Their societies and
philosophies flourished long before Columbus arrived."
Since Columbus' invasion of our country, there have been many
transformations for the indigenous cultures that already occupied this land.
Columbus altered the culture of my people forever. He was the first to
provide a negative stereotyped image of my people. Columbus was the one
to thrust upon my people the name ''Indian'' simply because his geography
was faulty.
Columbus was the first to take our many differing cultures and societies
and label them as one. Native American society can not be categorized any
more that white society can. The Hollywood and dime store novel
stereotypes of my people are not a true reflection of our reality.
When Columbus first landed in our country he brought with him
diseases that our immune systems could not fight. He brought with him
cruelty and racist attitudes. He introduced greed, something I still do not
understand.
He enslaved my people, 500 at one time, and he cut off the hands of the

1492

Straight ahead for all the land,
gold and slaves we want

Arawak ''Indians'' who did not make regular contributions of gold to him.
Our population has gone from 18 million to only 1.5 million. At times our
survival seems to be dependent on our own cultural destruction.
And that cultural destruction is making soq1e df my people give up on
themselves. Since the invasion of Columbus, infant death rates for Native
Americans are at I 00 for every 1,000 births. Unemployment is from 55 to
80 percent.
We live on land that was not good enough for whites until they
''discovered'' gold and uranium and decided to steal it from us again. We
have nuclear waste dumps built on our reservations because "we're not
quite human" so it's OK. And we still, in some cases, have our religions
denied.
Today, many people think of Native Americans as a curious reminder
of some far off past. They think we are waging a hopeless war of survival
in their "space-age society."
Understanding of the history and culture of Native Americans too often
comes from unsympathetic, culturally biased data that in most cases was
written by a white male.
So, I say to you, ifyou must celebrate this "trader oflndian slaves," you,
especially our students who plan to teach, must also remember that the story
of America can no longer be told without the first, the true Americans.
American historians and teachers must not continue to deny our cultural
identity. You must confront the reality ofNative history on our own cultural
terms. The youth.o f America can not be expected to nothave.cacist attitudes
when we continue to celebrate and teach the myths ofbfstory.
It is easy to exaggerate the importance of Columbus '_nu_s~e but let us
also remember the Europeans would not have survived_$ our country had
the Native Americans not shown them how. LeCs .retnember Native
Americans, ''as determinates ofAmerican history, atcei!efsta~. not in the
wings, of our social experience, and cultural ident~:-' I.tt's remember
while Columbus opened a new world for Europeans. his ~very" did
alter the lives of the first Americans forever.
I would urge anyone with a conscience to forgo a celebration of "five
centuries of genocide.''
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Donna Kerecz

Straight ahead for a
kinder, gentl~r
manifest-destiny.
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A Liberal Slant
by

Daniel
Stewart
Huge classrooms inhibit student's communication

A huge classroom inhibits communication of student
needs and makes it equally difficult for the instructor to be
aware of their effectiveness or ineff~ctiveness. The instructor is unable to improve teaching ability through a true
teacher's best resources, the students.
Fighting against racism, sexism, homophobia and hierarchy at SSU is not simply a campus struggle, but also an
illumination of the existence of these problems in the global
community.
If the campus structure is reformed and is able to create
a greater social awareness among students, the increased
consciousness of those leaving SSU will be more enlightened to society as a whole. The classroom is, after all, a
breeding ground for the ideals of society.
Overcrowding of classes is a two-fold problem. It is
unfair to the instructor as well as students.
A case in point is the inadequate staffing of particular
classes and disciplines. The result -- cl~s necessary to
graduate are over-filled or canceled, while student time is
wasted in mediocre evaluation methods and downgrades the
quality of education of student life on campus.
Daniel Stewart is a UC Staff Writer.

Let's Make Waves
by

AnthonyL.
Estep
Ever feel like a third grader

Surf's Up Man! I reallydon'tknow, like ifyouasareader
-enjoy my sand-filled labors. "Don't accuse me ofworkin'
though."
I do hope you enjoy this major sham! Like a major
complaint I hear from students these last couple of weeks.
"Like Yo! Where does SSU do their desk shopping at?"
Like everyone from the full-size board riders to those
small enough for boogie boards $Cems to be askin • this very
same question. Do they purchase these prime pieces of
ancient wood art from like schools going out of business or
is it a school board fire sale maybe?
'
David Basham, a natural science major, lays it out best.
"We need new tables and chairs, not third grade desks."
Whoa, like the dude's right on the crest of this thought when
he states, "We need tables, not these desks that have
students make lap books out of a text book.''
In the last couple of weeks I've noticed students trying
to hold their text books on their laps, while at the ~e time
trying to write notes; this is totally impossible. Is this use of
third grade desks a mental game played by the administration to make the students feel small and under the
administration's control?
Yo, ifyou'r-e on top of the wave looking down, look at
this. We can afford to build new buildings, but not consider
the iomfort of a student shootin' the tube tryin' to learn.
If we can afford to pay a four percent wage increase to
. the administration and staff which never was explained in

full to Verna Riffe, the only one to vote against it, why can't
the money be found for students to have new tables and
chairs?
SSU raised tuition and cut back to a four-day week
during the summer to save money. Then they turn around
and hire new administration staff and give themselves a
raise? Bull, if ya ask me.
Ifthe money can be found to hire new personnel aod give
raises, then the money can be found for better classroom
equipment. Dear administration, please find the money so
we ~e students c3:11 have nice carpeted offices, padded easy
c~1rs'. large spacious desks, our own computers and a pay
ra.tse, Just because someone else received one.
Why can't the money be found to get what can be
considered a comforting need of students.
What ya say people, like let's catch a wave, and ifthere
isn't any let's make waves. Got something to make a wave
about? Just drop a few short lines to us and see your wave
in print.
Anthony L. Estep is UC Page Manager.

Writers Bloc
by

Karen
Wilson
Dedicated to all writers on campus

As a struggling writer myself, I am always looking for
information about writers, therefore in this column we will
celebrate all those aspiring writers on campus.
Also, I would like to encourage writers to work on their
s~l~ and publish their works. To accomplish this goal, I
.wdl mclude news about writing contests coming up and
winners of local contests.
·
For instance, congratulations go to Judy Allen, Janet
Nesler and Homer Bailey, who all won prizes in the Carter
County Poetry Association. All three are Phoenix Writers.
Allen was informed of the news personally by Paul Salyers,
the Poet Laureate of Kentucky.
I'll also include information about writing workshops in
the area. There is to be a seminar in Cincinnati, sponsored
by Writer's Digest. At press time the details were not
available to me, so look for them in my next column.
Also, I will be recognizing those in the university
community who are being published. For instance, Allen,
Nesler and Janet Maddix, another Phoenix Writer were
published in Silverwings. a poetry magazine.
'
Dr. Mark Mirabello, the adviser for the University
Chronicle, has a book coming out this month. It is called The
Odin Brotherhood.
Ifyou know of anyone who attends, works, or otherwise
is associated with SSU who is being published, please let me
know.
·
An interesting tidbit, Lena Nevison, another Phoenix
Writer, is to become the next president for the Kentucky
State Poetry Society. She will be inducted by the aforementioned Paul Salyers.
Karen Wilson is a UC staff writer.

The man who sat on the ground in his tipi
meditating on life and its meaning, accepting
the kinship of all creatures and acknowledging unity with the universe of things was ,
infusing into his being the true essenc'e of '
civilization.
Chief Luther Stand Bear, Og lr1."1 Sim,x

The University Chronicle
DayTime
MyViews
by .

Dennis Day
Controversy will come, within bounds

Hello fellow SS U students! I'll be writing articles for the
University Chronicle until lightning strikes me, or until I win
the lottery and move to a permanent residence on a remote
island with no phone and no neighbors (my idea of Utopia!)
And I'll write about a wide variety oftopics ranging from
campus-related interests to areas outside SSU. I'll not bore
you with topics such as the intricate dissection of the French
Guinea Pig, but I'll write about other topics as I see them.
I like controversy, although I won't step over that
imaginary line and go into areas forbidden to conventional
~ournalism. When I discover something I think may be of
mterest to my fellow college campus cadets, I'll do my best
to let you in on the story.
Since this is my first attempt at writing pieces for
publication, I wonder what I should write about? How about
sex? No, I'd better not -- there's not enough room on this
page, and it'll more than likely confuse most, if not all of you
readers Gust kidding!).
. How about those hated, intolerable answering machines. We all hate them, but let's face it, we have no choice
but _to accept them for what they are: an inferior piece of
eqwpment full of microchips and wires trying their hardest
to intimidate, confuse and anger the caller.
Basically, isn't that what they accomplish? We all feel
stupid talking to a machine. But I can't help but argue that
every time we use the phone, we are literally talking to a
machine, are we not?
I guess it doesn't matter, because when we use the phone,
99 percent of the time there is a breathing living thing on the
other end with whom we can converse and exchange
intelligent thoughts.
Believe it or not, there are ways to get even with those
unpleasant devices. All you need is a little creativity. One
~end of mine would, a~r encountering such a machine,
dictate a short rambunctious message something like this,
"Ah, yeah, this is Mr. Zecklemeyer from the insurance
agency, and our records indicate that you currently owe
approximately $1746.34 which must be paid by next Tuesday or your coverage will be terminated."
I wonder how many panic attacks my friend has caused
with that devilish idea. When I was little, I found considerable pleasure in flushing the commode a few times, hoping
the answering machine at the other end ofthe phone line was
recording my ''message.''
Those of you who own answering machines may have
been able to figure out how to screen calls by allowing the
machine to answer all calls, and then intercepting the calls
from callers with whom you wish to speak.
There is a way to guarantee that every caller will hang
up after hearing just the first few words of a recorded
greeting. I cannot, however, reveal this ingenious method
because I am using it myself on my two answering machines.
I thought of this method myself, and it has never failed
once to deter callers wishing to speak with me. I guarantee
that everyone reading this article would hang up with
profanity or illegalities.
Perhaps someday soon I will record this message on
tapes and sell these tapes to answering machine owners for
an exorbitant fee! Ah, the American dream!
Dennis Day is a UC Staff Writer.
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Speak Up

Compiled by Philip Thleken,
UC Staff Writer
Photos by April Sargent,
UC Photo Editor

After the first edition ojThe University Chronicle we wanted to know what the students liked and what they
did not like. We asked them to give us ideas so we can continue to improve. We invite any student to Massie
411 so you, too, can give us suggestions.
What do you think ofyour new student-run newspaper and how can we improve it?
Diana Satterfielf

"It's very informative. I
enjoyed the opinions and
it made SSU look more
like a university and not a
community college.

Tom Monds
"The look is more professional and it seems you are
covering more student issues, but many more need to
be covered. Also, limiting faculty and administration
influence will improve the paper."

Paul Huffman
"It's more professional looking and is longer with
more information which, I think, adds more diversity."

Cecil Keibler
" It looks better and has better articles that before.
It's good but still needs a little improvement."

Teresa Horsley
"! like it. It looks good and it touches a lot of things
on the university.

Charity Crabtree
"It's better than before and it's more interesting. It
has great pictures and takes more ti,ne to read."

.Jenny Chapman

"I like it much better. I like the new name and I'm
happy that there was more than two pages."

Writer thinks incest article misleading as to group's purposes

To the Editor
Two weeks ago, I submitted a press release to the University Chronicle announcing the fonnation ofa counseling group
for survivors of incest. I was greatly disappointed when I
picked up the most recent copy of the paper (Sept.•28, page 5)
to find that an editorial decision had resulted in drastic cuts in
the press release -- cuts which resulted in a gross misrepresentation of the group.
I believe firmly in the right of individuals to mak~ informed decisions about their lives. I also hold dear the value
of people having options in their lives. The consequence of this
editorial decision would seem two-fold. It served to limit

access to information. It, also, quite effectively took away an
option. The cryptic manner in which the group was portrayed
would have required quite a risk for any interested party to
make an inquiry. The press release I submitted made an effort
to inform potential interested group participants of the nature
of the group; the credentials of the group facilitator; and the
confidentiality ensured to all callers seeking additional information. These things, in my experience, prove to allay some
of the initial fears people have about seeking information
about counseling services.
It saddens me that because ofthis paper' sdecision, women,
who may have benefited from this group experience, have

To the Editor
Your motto is ''The Truth Shall Not Live Quietly,'' and
hey, that's great, but what about when it comes to the truths
many people don't want to face?
It is your duty to your readers to provide stories your
audience will be interested in.
So, along the same line, why is it that SSU provides
activities and support groups for certain "types" of people,

but not others?
SSU is here because of the students, we are not here for
SSU,sowhyaren'tthereanyactivitiesforgay,lesbian,andbisexual men and women on campus?
It's unfairforustobe brushed aside like we don't exist. At
least IO percent of the enrollment here at SSU is either gay,
lesbian, or bi-sexual.
lwantequalityandl'mnotwillingtositbackandbetossed

been denied access to information upon which to make their
own informed decision.
Marla Stickle

Editor's Note:

Cuts were made in the release because of space limitations.
While the University Chr.onic/e desires to inform its readers,
no newspaper is in any way obligated to print news releases it
receives. Also, because a release originates from an outside
agency or source doesn't obligate the newspaper to refrain
from editing as it deems fit, in the interest of clarity or brevity.
Paid advertisements are available for any group which wishes
to determine the exact wording in its publicity.

Newspaper has duty to provide stories of interest to readers

aside like a reject because of the homophobia at SSU and in
Portsmouth.
I propose that in the future, existing organizations on
campus include gay,lesbianandbi-sexualpersonsinactivities
and events. I'd like to see a support group form soon, too.
In closing, I would like to see us unite and organize
ourselves to become a vital interest group at our university.
Julie Lombardy
-

The University Chronicle welcomes your Letter to the Editor
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VP says financial audit just routine
By Bill Holmes

UC News Edjtor
Dr. David Creamer, vice president of business affairs, said that
state auditors are on campus as part
ofSSU's annual fiscal audit.

''We have to prepare statements
for the financial year ending June
30, 1992, •• Creamer said.
The audits are run on a regular

basis and are part of being a statefunded institution, he said.
''There is no money missing,'•
Creamer said. "The reports are open

to the public as soon as the audit is
completed."
Creamer said the reports should
be finished about mid-November.

JoeHarris,senatesecretary,said
the sub-committee on student work
is in the process of creating new
guidelines for student workers.

Senate member Polly Workman
said the Oct. 2 Float, Ride, and

Boogie event location has been
changed to the Old Tyme Farm.
The senate was told there will be
a campus recycling committee meeting 10 a.m. Sept. 29 in Office Annex
118.
The senate received a request,
but took no action, for office space
on a part-time basis from board of

trustee student members.
The senate voted to schedule
weekly student senate meetings at
12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. Wednesdays in the Founders Room in the
university center.
The meetings are open to the
public, including being open to all
students.

Allen said early studies showed
Laura Allen and Roger Gorski, that hormones active just before and
UCLASchoolofMedicineresearch- just after birth can determine the
ers say they have found a new ana- sexual behavior and brain structure
tomical difference in the brain struc- of laboratory animals, and "we can
tures of homosexual and expect the differences to occur very
heterosexual men.
early in humans also."
The findings support the theory
In the new study, published in
that sexual orientation is a ma.tter of the Proceedings of the National
biological design or development, Academy of Sciences, Allen and
Allen, co-author of the study said.
Gorski measured the size of a brain
"It's very supportive of the con- structure called the anterior comcept that sexual orientation is not an missure in tissue removed in the
environmental factor, not something autopsiesof34 homosexual men, 75
acting early in childhood, but prob- heterosexual men and 84 women
ably something acting before birth presumed to be heterosexual.
or slightly afterwards,'' Allen said
Allen said the area of the antein a phone interview.
rior commissure was clearly larger

in gay males, by about 34 percent
when compared with heterosexual
males. The homosexual male brain
structure was 18 percent larger than
in heterosexual females, but Gorshi
saidthatdifferencesdisappearwhen
it's statistically adjusted forthe brain
weight difference between men and
women.
Between homosexual and heterosexual males, however, ''the difference is very real," Allen said.
The anterior commissure is a
structure of new cells that connects
the left and right hemispheres of the
brain near the back of the skull.
Gorski said that the precise function
of the anterior commissure is un-

known.
The UCLA study follows by
about a year of work by researchers
at the Salk Institute for Biological
Studies in San Diego, Calif. who
found that the size of another part of
the brain, called the interstitial nuclei of the anterior hypothalamus,
was smaller in homosexual men.
Gorski said that the two studies
suggest that there could be a whole
range ofstructural differences in the
brains of homosexuals and heterosexuals.

First student senate meeting of fall uneventful

By Sally Sapp
UC Staff Writer

Sept. 23 marked the first meeting of the SSU student senate, with
all but two members in attendance.
After accepting the resignation
of treasurer Keith Adams, senate
president Shane Ross announced that
senate member John Pack will replace Adams as treasurer.

Harris suggested a fall open fo-

rum for mid-October.

Researchers discover new differences in homosexual brain structures

By Daniel Stewart
QA Staff Writer

~---------,

Clubs and organization - Send the Chronicle your up-dated news and events
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 Ad.

Annually, SSU informs students of the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974. This act was designated to protect the privacy of education
records, to establish the right of students to inspect and review their education
records, and to provide guidelines for the correction of inaccurate or misleading
data through informal and formal hearings. Students also have the right to file
complaints with The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Office (FERPA)
concerning alleged failures by this institution to comply with the act.
The offices mentioned also maintain a Directory of Records which lists all
education records maintained on students by this institution.
Questions concerning the Family Education and Privacy Act may be referred
to the Office of the Registrar. Ad.
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I 0% Discount
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Martin Russell's Bookstore
513 Second Street
Portsmo.uth, Ohio
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I Majestic Paint Centerl
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University
Potpourri
Senate member resigns

Daniel Stewart has resigned from
the SSU student senate and must be
replaced.
Senate member David Keith
Adams earlier resigned and must also
be replaced. Letters of application
for the vacant positions must be submitted by Oct. 9.
For more details on the positions
contact senate presi~t Shane Ross
or vice president David Jenkins at
355-2320, or see them in the student
senate office in the university center.
Senate secretary Joe Harris may
be reached at 355-2217 or in the
university center administration office.

Health fair to be held

Toe Bear Care Health Fair to be
held from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Oct. 14
will feature a two-mile fitness walk
from the university center to Alexandria Point Park and back
Other events will include athletic
competitions and health stations in
Micklethwaite Lounge.
The rairis sponsored by the Southern Ohio Council on Health Services, a cooperative between Southern Ohio Medical Center and SSU.

Read it in the Chronicle

FOREIGN CARS ARE NOf FOREIGN TO US
Bumper-to-bumper service is our speciality
BOSCH

•

> Audi
•
> Volvo
> Mercedes
> Volkswagen
> Mazda
> Nissan
> British Leyland
>~

· TUNE-UPS·ELECTRICAL REPAIR
ENGINE REP AIR-SUSPENSION
AIR CONDITIONING
BRAKE DRUMS·ROTORS TURNED
We inspect pre-owned cars, both
domestic & fioreign
Mon. - Fri. 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.

.

Mitsubishi
Renault
Toyo~
Porsche
Peugeot
BMW
Honda
>~u
> exus

r.~] ~Po \2Jt~ ~"~-

606 John Street

Foreign Car Specialists
Portsmouth, Ohio

353-5328

YOUR ONE STOP CEN'fER FOR IMPORT CAR SERVICE, INCLUDING DIESEL

Cliff
Notes
More than 80 titles in stock
Look for NCLEX-RN Study Guide for Nursing Students

Receive 10% off all non-sale merchandise with coupon

r----- . ------,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I 0% Discount
I
on all non-sale merchandise
Martin Russell's Bookstore II
513 Second Street
I
Portsmouth, Ohio
ssl
UC
COUPON

'-------------.1

Martin Russell's Bookstore

513 Second Street

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Portsmouth, Ohio

SPECIAL ORDERS ARE OUR SPECIALTY
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David Jenkins,
Vice President

By Donna Kerecz
UC Editor

David Jenkins, student senate
vice president, is serving a second
term on the senate. As vice president, Jenkins told what he plans to
accomplish this year.
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· After thinking a while Jenkins
said, "I want to transform the student senate into a respectful entity
on campus and I want our students to
become more involved at the local
level."
Jenkins said he would be working this year, along with the Ohio
Student Association, to try to obtain

the right for student board of trustee
members to vote. He also hopes the
senate, this
year, will gain
control of all
student's
funds.
A shortterm goal of
Jenkins and
the entire senJenkins
ate, tobe completed by Oct. 5, he said, is the voter
registration drive. "We plan to inform the students who are running -

- we want them to vote. We presently have three senate members
who are qualified to register people
to vote."
"Even if they can't vote in this
election,'' Jenkins added; ''at least
they will be registered for the next.''
Jenkins will be serving his second term with the OSA and says his
role in the student senate this year is
more on the state level.
Jenkins is a 23-year-old biology-natural science major in his senior year. He said he came to SSU

because he likes the smallness and it
was economically affordable. After
graduation he hopes to enter the
Coast Guard.
Jenkins is a member of
PROMAJI and is a volunteer at the
14th Street Community Center. His
interests lie in scuba diving and
baseball. He is employed by Long's
Retreat Resort in Pike County.
''In20yearslhopetoseemyself
in the Florida Keys on a diving boat,
drinking a margarita and working
on the marine environment,'' Jenkins said.

From the desk of the student senate secretary-----

Thessu studentsenatewillhold
weekly meetings in the university
center Founder's Room on Wednesdays at _l2:30 p.m. through Nov. 25
during fall quarter .
The meetings are open to the
public and attendance is encouraged. Appearances before the student senate are encouraged. In the
past, the student senate_has been
host to students who had suggestions and students who desired aid in
implementing ideas.
If an individual wishes to speak

before the student senate I have
some advice. Effective fall quarter,
a new method has been established
for anyone wishing to speak at a
student senate meeting.
In the past, a verbal' request was
sufficientto speak before the senate.
However, a written request is now
required to enable the senate to be
better prepared when individuals
presents their ideas.
Anyone wishing to be phced on
the agenda, whether student, fac_ulty, staff, administration or com-

munity member, must con1plete a
one-page data form.
· I also would advise potential
speakers to be well prepared because the time is limited to five
minutes unless that individual has
spoken with a student senate officer
to acquire more time.
Agenda forms are available at
the university center information
deskandinthestudentsenateoffice.
For more information, you can contact me in the university center.

Joe Hull, president of the programming board, graduated from
Portsmouth High School in 1983.
After high school he joined the Army
and was a paratrooper stationed at
Fort Bragg,
N.C.
He
attended Morehead State
(Ky.) University for one
year but returned to his
Hull
hometown
and SSU in I 991. Hull has been
active at SSU by participating in
blood drive competitions and other
campus activities.
He was elected president of the
board in July 1991 and plans to
increase activities on campus, giving the students something to do

besides go home at the end of their said, "It's their money and with all
the budget cuts they need something
scheduled class day.
Jacque Evens, secretary of the positive to focus on.''
programming board, is a senior seekMember Jeannie Alkire is a junior and is a
ing a degree in business administration. She is the
natural scisingle parent
ence
and
of a IO year
physical
therapy assisold son, John.
tant major.
She is vice
She has been a
president of
cheerleade·r
DPMA,anda
forthree years,
member of
serving as capSAM and Phi
Evens
tain of the
Theta Kappa. Alkire
Evens said she hopes to increase team for two of those years.
student activities, especially for the
She went to South Point (Ohio)
nontraditional student.
She says she really hopes to re- High School where she graduated in
ceive some suggestions from the 1990 with honors.
campus community about what they
It is her first year on the board
want from the board. "The board is and she said she is excited about
there to serve the students," Evens bringing events to SSU students.

Programming board spotlight

:· PORTSMOUTH
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Drug Problem? You are not alone. Narcotics Anonymous meeting dates and times
Portsmouth, 734 8th St., Monday, 7 p.m., Thursday, 6 p.ni., Saturday,
7 p.m. Ironton, Christ Episcopal Church,-Fifth and Parle Ave., Friday 8 p.m.
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With Coupon

ack To School Special

15.95 oil chan e s ecial

Includes oil filter and up to five quarts of
oil, complete chassis lube

=

available at

-

Knittel's BP Service Center
Gallia & Waller Streets
Knitter I Radiator & Air Condldonbtg Shop
2026 Robinson Avenue
Knittel'• Murner & Brake Shop
2109 I Ith Stree1

100/o discountoo labor with~ ID

Joe Harris

Greene not first
traditional student

In the Sept. 28 issue, the University Chronicle erroneously reported
that Rebecca Greene was the first
traditional student to serve as an
SSU student board oftrustees member.
Craig Allemeier, graduate of
SSU and one of the first students
selected, was a traditional student.
To stagger the terms of the student
trustees, Allemeier served only one
year.
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Says Judaism is more than a race or religion

By Daniel Stewart
UC Features Editor

"Judaismisnotrace! lt'sacivilization, a heritage, a tradition,"
said Rabbi Dana Magat.
Magat was the moderator for a
panel discussion entitled Judaism Today,
held in Massie Theatre in observance of
Jewish Awareness
Day, Sept. 29. He said
there are many types
of Jews just as there
cscw. "'c
are many types of Christians.
BominLosAngeles,RabbiDana
Magat graduated from El Camino
High School in 198 l . He received a
bachelor's ofarts degree in religious
studies at Cal State Northridge.

Coming events

Evan Fisher with Campus Ministry
will hold his annual marzetti luncheon
on Oct.7, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
"This is larrupin' good food!" he
said. "If you've never bitten into a
nourishing, delicious manetti, you owe
it to yourself to try one. Marcia Tackett
has tickets by calling 355-2300. Price is
$4 for adults and $2 for children.

The aesthetics oflanguage in Native
American poetry

Featuring: Luci Tapahonso
Date: Thursday, 9ct. 8
Time: 4:00 p.m.
Place: Wexner Center -- Ohio State
University
Cost: Free and open to the public
For more details call 614 292-5072
Cinema Night

Date: Oct. 9
Time: 11 :45 p.m.
Place: Wheelersburg Cinema,
Cost: $1
Comedy Tonight

Date: Oct. 14
Time: 9 p.m.
Place: Micklethwaite Lounge, university center

Art and Politics in a Chippewa Indian Community

Date: Oct. 16
lime: 4 p.m.

Please send update to the UC office.
Student Senate

Purpose: The senate's primary goal
is to promote the educational, cultural
and social welfare ofSSU students. The
senate heads up and serves as a guide
for all other recogniz.ed clubs and organizations. President - Shane Ross.
Student Programming Board

Purpose: The board initiates, plans,
develops and implements activities for
students and the campus community.
President - Joe Hull
The Native Circle

Founded in 1991 byDonnaKerecz,
The Native Circle is a Native American
group focusing on philosophy, history

Magat earned a masters of arts
degree in education at the University of Judaism in 1988 and another
· masters degree in Hebrew Letters
from Hebrew Union College in Los
Angeles in 1991 .
Panelists in the
discussion included
Dr. Marc Leeds, associate professor of
English,
Golriz
Lorentz of Iran and
Susan Warsaw, SSU
director of development and community relations.
••Jews do not believe Jesus Christ
is the Savior," Warsaw said.
Responding to a question from
the large audience, Magat said,

Place: WeXI1er Center -- Ohio State
University .
Cost:
Free and open to public
For more details call 614 292-5072
Community Concert
Shanghai Auobats

Date:
Time:
Place:
Cost:

•
Oct. 26
8 p.m.
Activities center
Free to students

'• Jews l~k at the historical Jesus. SS U' s board oftrustees, asked Rabbi
Not in a Messiah way, but as a man Magat his views on new age thinkwho was uncomfortable with the ing. "l'm not real familiar with new
status quo and spoke out. And he age thinking," Magat said.
(Jesus) had a very
"Isuggestyou
important impact
become familiar
with it,'' Parks
on civilization.''
said. •
•'Judaism is a
In the I 870s in
cultural way of
life,'' Leeds said.
Iran many Jews
converted to IsIn making a distinction between
lam, Golriz said.
"Thisisasadtime
Judaism
and
Christianity, he said Jews don't try for Iranian Jews,'' Golriz said.
to convert people to Judaism.
"IniranasaJew, wehadamuch
•'Religion is a private, personal better time than European Jews.''
SSU coordinator of minority afthing," added Warsaw, "and it's a
choice ... we all need an open mind." fairs, Alicia Gray, asked, "Why has
Jeff Parks, student member of there been all the confusion ... being

Jewish is not a race, it's a religion?"
Lor~ntz' response was, "Jews
have been branded that way."
Rabbi Magat is currently attending Hebrew Ilnein College in Cincinnati. He will be ordained a full
Rabbi in June 1993 upon completion of his thesis "Death in the
Womb: A Reformed Jewish Response to Miscarriage."
Magat, who is Rabbi for the
B'Nai Abraham Temple in Portsmouth, said he has an eclectic taste
in music and is a Dodgers fan.
Magat said problems are caused
by our fears. ''It's easy to characterize and place blame when you are
afraid ... prejudice based on ignorance," he said.

--Abraham Lincoln hated to be
called Abe, and according to Stephen
Oates, biographer, nobody called
him Abe.
--In Hebrew mythology, Lilith,
an ancient Sumerian Owl Goddess,
was Adam's first wife. They divorced because of her insubordination and she became the mother of
demons.

on the bodies of other people.
--The first slaughter by Nazis of
Jews (half a million) took place in
194 l by mobile Nazi murder units.
--The first case of biological
warfare was when British General
Jeffrey Amherst arranged to give a
group of unsuspecting Indians contaminated blankets taken from a
smallpox hospital.
--PresidentAndrew Jackson was
a bad speller and is said to have had
contempt for good spellers.
--Since 1951, the United States
and British governments have explodedmorethan 700nuclearbombs
at the Nevada Test Site, which is
part of the Western Shoshone Nation, making it the most heavily
bombed land on earth.
-The Bureau ofJustice estimates
2.1 rnillibn women are victims of
domestic violence each year.
--According to the FBI the lifetime chance of being a murder victim for black males is I in 21; white
males is I in 13 l.

Did you know????-----------The swastika was used by the
Hopi Indians of North America to
represent the four directions and the
path oflife.
--The mole on Abraham
Lincoln'sfacewasonhisrightcheek,
but is frequently seen on the left in
photos because the photo has been
reversed. And in 1860 when Lincoln
ran for president his head was used

By Robert Gambill
UC Business Manager

a bicycle and a motor scooter and walking on the ends
Sept. 26 heralded the presentation of Allan C. of rowing oars around the ring.
Hill's Great American Circus in the parking lot just
Billed as a continental feathered fantasy, Miss
east of the university center.
Sylvan and Miss Rhonda presented a show of trained
Complete with a big top tent and a small midway, pigeons performing and riding on mini ferris wheels
the acrobats, clowns and animals perfonned to a sliding boards and an aerial merry-go-round.
packed house.
Other acts included LaDonna, who awed the
Ra Ra Tonga delighted the audience with her big crowd witli her trapeze stunts performed without the
cats. The cats did everything from walking on their aid of a net, and the act called the amazing fire
manipulation by the human volcano Brian La Palme,
hind legs to jumping through a ring of fire.
For her grand finale Ra Ra Tonga carried one of who sent flames spewing forth from his mouth some
eight to IO feet into the air.
the leopards across her shoulder to its cage.
Although the show seemed to be a big success, one
Captain Eddie's chimp act delighted everyone as
the simian seaman act took center ring. The simian question remains unanswered. Was the black panther
actor performed several feats of skill such as riding actually a black panther or a dyed leopard?

c=;a:rr-:i..p-...."Js cl-u..bs

and rites. Members act as a sounding provide awareness of the broad specboard to those trying to find their trum of cultural diversity.
"roots" and need to talk about their Black Gospel Ensemble
culture. Adviser - Rolland Williston, a
Purpose:A singing group comprised
Choctaw and Peace Shield Teacher. of SSU minority students who perform
The Native Circle meets every Thurs- black gospel music on campus and in
day at 4 p.m. in Massie 203.
the community.
Behavioral Sciences Club
Campus Ministry_
Meets on Thursdays --- call Daniel
Purpose: Offer a wide range of serStewart at 355-2278 for more informa- . vi~s to students frompastoralcounseltion.
ing and providing used books to helpAHANA
ing students make a life as well as a
Purpose: To provide social, educa- living. 353-9303.
tional, and recreational opportunities to IEEE
meet the needs of all SSU minority
Purpose: To expand the knowledge
students, and promote the interests of ofits members in their respective fields;
those students through activities that to foster concern for the whole and

expand understanding between the F.ngineeringSocietyandthegeneralpopulace.
Medical Lab Club

Compiled by
Donna Kerecz,
UC Editor

senate and willingly engage in community efforts emphasizing the four hallmarks of fellowship, leadership, scholarship and service. An honor fraternity.
Eligibility is a 3.25 GPA. President -Wanda Dabbs

Purpose: To increase the awareness
ofstudents, staff, and the community of
the profession and of professionals of P1raleg1I Association
Medical Laboratory Technology; to
The Paralegal Association invites
participate in SSU and community ac- students enrolled in the legal assisting
tivities which promote health aware- program to attend meetings and get
ness.
_acquainted with other students in the
SPE
legal assisting field. Purpose: To proPurpose: to promote the scientific mote further education for students in
and engineering knowledge relating to the areas oflegal assisting and law, and
plastics. ·President -- Tod Wiget
to provide opportunities for leadership
Phi Theta Kappa
and discussion of law topics.
Purpose:Workcloselywithstudent
President -- Mae Hughes.

The University Chronicle
Rock's gorey past
By Martin Poston
UC Staff Writer

•••

and maybe its future

Anyone who is familiar with rock and heavy metal music

has not doubt heard the name ''Tipper'' Gore more 'than a few

times.
.
She was responsible for the founding of the infamous (at
least from a rock standpoint) organiza~on known as the
Parents' Music Resource Center in the mid-1980s.
.
The PMRC attacked the works of Prince and Motley Crue
(among many others), denounced their freedom ofexpression,
tried to tell artists what to sing and listeners what to listen to.
Though the PMRC seemed to fade form the spotlight, its
influence has not gone unnoticed, and is still an occasional
thorn in the music industry's side in recent years.
For example:
-- The editing of Warrant's Cherry Pie (1990) and Skid
Row's Slave to the Grind ( 1991 ), in order to cut out obscene
tracks.
Though the unedited versions are still available in retail
stores, the move to edit these albums, and to yank albums such
as 2 Live Crew and Body Count offof store shelves, are prime
examples of the music industry bowing to pressure from
parents' groups.
-- The lawsuit against Judas Priest accusing them ofusing
subliminal suicide messages. Two teenagers, under the influence of alcohol and marijuana, listened to the tape, then
proceeded to tuck a shotgun under their chins and fire.
One of them survived, then told his parents that ''the tape
told me to do it." It's pathetic that people would even try to

justify their actions under intoxication,just to save their own
hides.
The tape was analyzed by scientists. No evidence was
foood, so Judas Pnest was acquitted of the charges.
The refusal of Kmart and Wal-Mart to carry Guns N'
Roses' Use Your Illusion albums, because to their lyrics, and
Kmart's refusal to stock the debut album from Jackyl.
In retaliation, Jackyl rode into a Kmart parking lot on a
semi-truck, and performed live on the spot. Their first video
was filmed during that performance and can be seen on
Headbanger's Ball.
This doesn't really affect college students (since a vast
majority of them are 18 or over and can buy whatever music
they want without worryin2 about an age regulation), but it
would be a shame to have future generations subjected to the
suppression of the freedom of expression.
Now Gore, thanks to her marriage to Senator (and vicepresidential candidate) Al Gore (D-Tenn.), could use her
influence to rekindle her "holy war" against rock.
It probably won't hurt Clinton in the election, but if Clinton
moves into the White House, Gore may strike again and
potentially hurt Clinton's administration.
This article is not intended to sway voters one way or the
other. After all, music isn't a political issue upon which a
platform can be built.
And it shouldn't have to be, unless the future of the First
Amendment were in question. For now, it isn't. However, it is
something of which Americans should be aware.

Concert I n f o r m a t i o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Meg1deth with specl1I guest Suicidal Tendencies
When: Sunday,Nov. 22
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Where: Cincinnati Gardens
Tickets: Reserved Seats on Sale Friday, Oct. 9, 10 a.m.
k.d. ling
When: Sunday, Oct. 11
Time: 8 p.m. doors open 7 p.m.
Where: Cincinnati's Taft Theatre
Tickets: Reservedseatticketsare onsalenowatall TICKE1MASTER
outlets. There is no opening act.
Blick Sabbath with Exodus
When:Tuesday,Oct.20
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Where: Cincinnati Gardens
Tickets: Reserved seats on sale now at the Gardens box office or by
phone: 513-749-4949

Rage For Order & Love Drive
When: Friday, Oct. 9
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Tickets: $6/7
Where: Bogart's
B.B. King with Steve Tncy & the Crawling Klngsnakes
When: Sat. Oct. 17
Time: 6:30 p.m. & 10:30 p.m.
Tickets: $19.75/20.75
Where: Bogart's
Joe Walsh
When: Wed. Oct. 21
Time: 7 p.m.
Tickets: S17.50/18.50
Where: Bogart's
For more ticket information on events at Bogart's call their 24 hour
event/ine: 513 281-8400

Just A Little Art H i s t o r y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomas Hill's historic painting of the golden spike ceremony,
which celebrated the joining of the Union Paci fie and Central Pacific
railroads in Utah in 1869 is not quite as it seemed."
Hill's painting gives the impression that the ceremony was like
a small-town 19th-century Fourth of July picnic. The painting shows
men in frock coats, women in long, elegant dresses, and in the
background, waving in the wind, several broad, clean American
flags .
The real spirit of the occasion was captured in a photograph by
Colonel Charles Savage. Not only are most of the people in the

crowd wearing work clothes, but several are holding liquor bottles,
and many are evidently drunk. There are even a few "painted"
women, said by historians to be work camp prostitutes.
Many famous people whose appearances we think we know, we
don't know at all. While almost everyone has seen pictures of
Christopher Columbus, none is genuine. Not a single artist painted
his picture during this lifetime.
The only portrait of William Penn with any credibility was
painted not by .in artist but by a druggist. Further, it was done from
memory years after Penn had died.

TURN YOU ON?
Roel< 'n' Roll?

tletal?

Write revie'Ys for the Country?
· Chron1cle
/YI,
·, ,
9
355-2278 or come to Massk 411
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Long Haired Guy
by

KevinL.
Zornes
Censorship of pornography just beginning

· Driving home from school yesterday, I saw litter that, as
an American, scared me. No, it wasn't an empty pop bottle
or a discarded M&M's wrapper. It was a new type of
roadside trash: Censorship Litter.
Yes, my freedom-loving friends, on the side ofone ofour
state's highways was a billboard that read "Real Men Don't
Use Porn." A strong, forceful little slogan that made me
want to vomit.
Not only did this billboard scare me by reminding me that
there are people who are trying to control what I read and
watch, but it also insulted me. These people are telling me
ifI read or watch what they call pornography, I'm not a '• real
man.''
I would like to ask them who decides if something is
pornographic? l believe since everyone's standards are
different, it should be left up to the individual. If they think
it's pornographic, they shouldn't-read or watch it. That's
their right. However, let me decide if I think it's pornographic. If I want to read Penthouse or watch an X-rated
movie, that's my right.
These people want to control what is written, read and
watched. They want to do these three things because ifthey
can do that, they can then control what you think and feel.
It won't stop with pornography either. It will go on until
everything we see and hear is controlled. Freedom will no
longer exist and neither will the individual.
I have only one thing to say to these anti-freedom groups:
If their idea of a ''real man'' is someone who lets others
control what he re~s or watches, I don't want to be a "real
man." I'll take my copy of Penthouse and remain a boy for
the rest of my life.
Kevin L. 7.ornes is a UC Staff Writer.

Voice lessons available

Students wishing to study
voice during winter quarter
should see Shirley Crothers early
this quarter, since many of the
performing arts classes were
canceled before the last day of
registration this quarter.
Crother's office is in Massie
010, and hours are 10 a.m. to
noon every day except Friday.

The Bear's Den

the place for food at Shawnee S t a t e ~

Freshtastiks Salad Bar

, --:_~lflll#h• ·•

and a full menu of soups, sandwiches,
hot lunches and-snack items

.

Open 7:30 a.m. • 9:00 p.m., Monda~ thru Thursday
7:30 a.m. • 4:00 p.m., Friday
11 a.m. • 4 p.m., Saturday

In the University Center

.

•··
,

.,._:fi.

,'1-,.:: ; ~

'

)

The Chronicle
covers the
arts beat

.Mrs. Renison's

CRISPIE CREME DONUTS
1201 Gallia

Monday-Friday ,S a.m. to 9:4S p.m.,
Saturday Sa.m. to 8:45 n.m., Ooaed Sunda,
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Author says reluctant writers make good writers

By Anthony L. Estep
UC Page Manager
We are all writers and composers, we 'are just reluctant to show it,
says June Langford Berkley.
SSU is graced with West Virginia native Berkley's presence in
Massie Theatre on Sept. 25 while
she is attending the Fall Writer's
Conference at Shawnee Lodge.
Berkley opens this talk with
words from Emerson: "Skating
away, where we would not go.''
Berkley says that the most reluctant writers tend to end up the best
writers.
Getting started on a story is the
hardest part, Berkley says. "After
that, all will fall in place in time.
Most people state they don't have
anything to say. Once the person
begins to write they release more
than they thought, and it's discovered they truly had something to
say. This kind of writing tends to
flow more and state what the writer
is feeling."

"Writingisdiscovery," Berkley
says. ''When a person writes they
discover things about themselves,
as well as discover other facts that
they will use to support their article.
A person can sit down and just start
moving a pencil back and forth
across
a
page. Some
thoughts . are
bound to develop."
She says
t h e s e
thoughts may
or may not be
useful. "If
not,itdoesn't
mean that you should trash it," she
says. "The thoughts may not be
useful but should be saved for possible use later in the work.''
People learn to fear writing, she
says. ''English teachers in schools
across the nation red-pencil their
students to death.''

Berkley says these teachers are in our occulooking for correct English and don't pation, on
'Once the person begins to ,
look at the content of the article they thejob. The
are reviewing.
fourth is we write they release more than they
"Good writing is what these use literature thought, and its discovered they
teachers should be looking for, that for conditruly had something to say.'
the writer can express themselves in tionsof em-- June Langford Berkley
writing.''
ployment.
She says
Last is
teachers need sometimes we write for rituals, wed"It's the made up word that may
to comment . dings, funerals QJ"religious moments, describe an action, sound or a feelon the content to say the unsayable. Words can ing that the writer can not find an
of the story almost say anything, she says.
expression in the English language.
and not just
Berkley says if young writers The made up word is alright as long
mark what is receive negative feedback, they can as it describes what other words in
not correct in in time lose the will to write. Teach- our language cannot.''
English ers need to pass over some mistakes,
Berkley's talk is friendly, free
terms.
not all just to give the young writer and understandable. She shares her
Berkley says we write for five a positive attitude. ·
thoughts in such a way that it grasps
basic reasons. The first is just for the
Berkley says ''made up words the minds of the audience and holds
moment or situation to develop our count.'' She says teachers count them entranced.
speaking abilities.
words that are made up wrong, and
Berkley says she wants to
Next is to get information to hold it against the writer.
heighten the thoughts ofthe creative
better understand what is said or
. "Writerssometimescan'tfinda writer who reluctantly hides in all of
word to describe their thoughts so us. She wants the people to feel the
written.
The third is, writing may help us they make up words.
discovery of writing.

Survey results in a variety of reviews-----------------

Welcome to Manson on Music! With this column I will
review a wide variety of music as it is released.
Also I will preview as
many albums as possible be-

rival those of the masters of the art and lyrics that reflect the
current and ever-changing times, starting with "Songs of
War," "Dirty Politics" and
"A Twisted Media."
Extreme shows a world
that's falling fast. The band
then shows us the love loss
and lon~liness that comes
fromacrumblingworld. They
finish up with sounds and
words to remind us to face the
new day and make it better
than the old one.

Manson on Mus1·c

fore their release date so that
you will be up-to-date on upcoming music releases.
by
I have been and will continue to take informal surveys
so I will know what types of
music is preferred by the student body. I won't limit my
reviews to suit the findings of
my surveys. Instead I will
cover the widest variety of music as possible. I also welcome
any student input and inquiries about any new music.
Garth Brook's new release from Liberty Records titled The
Chase starts off with an up-lifting gospel sound with "We
1
Shall Be Free.'' Just another example of his ability to cross
music styles and barriers.
From there he steps to the rhythm of the brand of country
'we've all come to know as Garth's very own. He adds his own
special touch to his cover of "Walking after Midnight" and
then shows some pop music flavor with "Dixie Chicken."
Add in a few ballads, inspiring love songs, and some
backing vocals by Trisha Yearwood and you've got an album
only Garth could make.
... 1/2 stars
Extreme comes at you in force with Three Sides To Every
Story from A&M records. Bettencort and Cherone once again
show that their style ofFunk O' Metal isn't just for kids or that
they are kids.
Three Sides To Every Story has music arrangements to

Philip

Thieken

Three Sides To Eve?'
Story will be the next step for Extreme to take the lead in

band then hits you with a ballad titled "Rain When I Die"
proving that they aren't just a Seattle grunge band anymore.
They then follow a dark path of music, that will become and
identifying trade mark of the band, to a finish with the song
"Would?" from the singles sound track.
This album is a must-buy for Alice fans and one worth
checking out for the rest of you.
•••112 stars
Grade Scale: ExcelLOANS
lent••••• Great••••
MOST ITEMS
Good••• Fair** Poor•
I would like to
thank Tim
Shepard and
Shepard's
Soundworks, 90S
Gallia, for providing me with
music for review.
All tcJtese albums
and much more
are available at
Shepard's.

OFVALUE

WATCHt:S
JEWELRY
PISTOLS-GUNS
RADIOS-STf;REOS
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
TYPEWRITERS

'

OPEN' DAYS A W t : t ; ~.......
today's music.
••••112 stars
ST ATE LICENSED~
PAWNBROKER
I got the chance to preview the new album by Alice In
Chains titled Dirt which is due out Sept. 29 from Columbia
B&B INC. al7GalliaSt.
records.
1353-42501 Portsmouth
At first you are assaulted by a fury ofguitar riffs •
that can
make
&
y o u r
I
blood run
RAISE A COOL
I
hot on
$1000
''Them
I
IN JUST ONE WEEKI
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
Bones"
I
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
a n d
I
No obligation. No cost.
"Dam
a lid only at participating Pizza Hut• restaurants. Present when ordering. One coupon I
You also get a FREE

GREEKS

T h a t

River."
The

CLUBS

HEADPHONE RADIO

just for calling
1-800-932.0528, Ext. 65

LVY.-LJI

~,

r---------------- .----,

er erson per visit Monday• Saturday between 11 A.M. - 4 P.M. Five minute guarantee
~ pptes between 11: 30 A.M. • I :00 P.M. to our two selections for orders of five or fewer
il'er table, or three or fewer per canyout customer. Not valid with other discounts or
1coupons. I /20 cent cash redemption value. •I 984 Pizza Hut, Inc.
L _ _ _ Pc>:rtsm«>"ULth P i z z a Eiut _ _ _ .J

Illustrator's Contest -- Deadline Dec. 1 - Science Fiction/Fantasy - Line Drawings,
Humor and Caricature, Line Drawings - $50 first prize in each category -- open to
all -- Prizes don~ted by Dr. Mark Mirabello - Submit entries to Massie 411
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Bears softball pre·p aration pays off with wins

By Tom Davis
uc Sports Editor

5. The Bears then played a tough
Pacific, Ore. team who came from
behind with seeing
eye base hits to beat
the Bears 4-2;
The Bears were
bumped from the
tournament but finished with a 10th in
the national ranking.
What an accomplishment for a four
year old team carrying 13 freshmen and
sophomores·outofl 7
players.
The Bears start
their fall ball with
fourplayersmissing from last year's
roster.
Sue Bowling and Vicki Howard
to graduation, reserve outfielder
Kelli Gray and designated hitter

Keeley Patrick. New to the team are
Celeste Foster, a transfer from Tiffin, and freshmen Elaine Jordan of
Portsmouth West, Lisa Harris of
Lucasville Valley, Renee Walls of
Western Latham and Brandy Rose
of South Webster. Also new is
Tiffany Gorby from Groveport.
SeniorsAmyColeMcGuire, who
married the Bears strength and conditioning coach Randy McGuire this
past summer, and Michele Caudill,
will have to fill some mighty big
leadership shoes vacated by Bowling and Howard.
Other returning starters are
Ronda Johnson, Tiffany Sharks, Judy
Shupert, Jill Walters·and Tammy
Mullens. Pitchers Lisa Lane, Teresa
Lewis and Amber Turnes.
Others vying for starting positions are Kim Lewis, Angie Gulley
and Amy Nelson.

singles. Judy Shupert had a base
The Bears collected 14 hits in
Mullens singled to load the bases.
knock and a homer and Elaine Jor- four innings. Celeste Foster led the Shanks walked to force in a run.
At the Columbus State softball dan collected a single and double.
way with a pair of singles and three Walters then singled to right for
In the second game the Bears . RBIs. Shupert, Tammy Mullens and another.
tournament the Bears captured five
Jordan walked, forcing in anout of six games on the Sept. 26-27 routed a weaker Columbus State Tiffany Shanks collected pairs of
weekend.
team 15-1.
singles.
other nm, to make it 7 to 6. Kim
The Bears defeated Rio Grande
Amber Tums pitched a one-hitSSU had their hands full the Lewis then singled sharply to left to
7-3 on Lisa Lane's five hitter. They ter. The only run and hit came in third game going up against NCAA tie the game.
had five players with two hits.
third after Tums set down the first Divison II Ashland of Ohio.
The hit was her second and secAmy Cole McGuire, Kim Lewis eight, five of those were strikeouts,
Ashland boasted of having two ond RBI. Johnson who lead off the
and Ronda Johnson had a pair of on a walk and triple.
fireballers in White and Witt. White inning was up again. Johnson lifted
shut the Bears down for three in- a fly ball to center with Walters
nings until the fourth when Mullens tagging a third.
Soccer--------------- coaxed
a walk and Shanks unloaded
The center fielder caught the
Ashland vs. SSU Sept. 25
Finlay vs. SSU Sept. 27
on a full count pitch deep to right ball and fired to second, catching
Ashland:
3
Finlay:
3
center for a triple scoring Mullens. Jordan off base. Jordan wisely
SSU:
I
SSU:
0
Shanks was later throwed out at avoided the tag until Walters scored
Lincoln Tenn. vs. SSU Sept. 26
Ky. Christian vs. SSU Sept. 29
the plate. Jill Walters walked and the go ahead run. In the bottom of
Lincoln:
3
Ky. Christian: I
was sacrificed to second by Elaine the seventh, Turns set Ashland down
SSU:
0
SSU:
2
Jordan and scored on Kim Lewis' in order to gain her second win of the
single.
Ashland built up a seven to day.
Volley b a l l - - - - - - - - - - two lead in six innings off of three
On Sept. 27, upatfiveandon the
Tiffin vs. SSU Sept. 27
Midway vs. SSU
five
errors.
Bear
pitchers
and
road
by six, game four against Ohio
Tiffin:
15 15
12 15
Midway:
10 7
The Bears were down seven to Dominican College at nine, could
SSU:
7 13
15 6
SSU:
15
15
two in the seventh and last inning. the Bears keep this tiring schedule
Mt. St. Joe vs. SSU Sept. 30
Match consisted ofthe best three out
Johnson walked to lead off the in- up for another day.
Mt. St. Joe:
15
15 15
of five games.
ning. McGuire doubled home JohnIt started out on a high note for
SSU:
2
11 7
Compiled by Anthony LEstep
son. Shupert walked and Michele the Bears. They defeated ODC 8-0
Caudill hit one wide of third.
when Lisa Lane scattered four singles
The third baseman flipped the for the shutout. Shanks and Lewis
ball to the shortstop covering third had two hits and two RBIs.
Ill to force out McGuire for the first
The designated hitter Jordan
out.
doubled and singled for a pair of
RBIs. The round robin was completed
and the Bears were seeded
=
Knittel's
Ill
number one. Ashland number two,
Air Conditioning
Rio Grande three, ODC four and
Radiator Shop
Columbus State five.
Complete radiator and alrcondldonlnesentcecenter
Ashland defeated Columbus
=
JII
State and SSU played the winner of
$15.9_5 Oil Change Special
Includes oil filter and up to S guarts
the Rio Grande and ODC game. Rio
of oil and complete cliassis lube
Grande won so SSU sat around from
9:45 a.m. until 3 p.m. to play. ,

Could the Bears do it. Yes! And
they did. They downed Rio Grande
4-3onTeresaLewis'fivehitter. The
Bears lladnine hits. McGuire, Shanks
and Walters had two singles. Jordan
had a two-run double and Kim Lewis
had a two-run single.
At 5 p.m the Bears played for
the championship against Ashland.
This time the Bears faced the other
fireballer, Witt.
The Bears were ri?..ht on target
with Witt's fast ball but every iine
shot was right at someone.
The Bears put a run on the f>oard
in the second on a nm scoring single
by Kim Lewis. Shanks scored on the
play by singling previously and
moving to second on Jordan's sacrifice bunt.
The IOI:.'" run looked like it was
going to hold up because Lise Lane
had shutdown the mighty Ashland's
offense.
·
The first 11 batters were set down.
Lane gave up two harmless singles
while facing the next seven batters.
After one out in the sixth, disaster
struck. Ashland's third single ended
up in dead territory and the runner
on third. After anther error, an obstruction call and a single, Ashland
had three unearned runs.
The Bears tried to make the
comeback in the seventh when
Walters opened up with a single and
the Bears couldn't muster any offense after that.
Kim Lewis was hot in the tour nament going 10 for 15, for a .667
batting average and 7 RBIs.
The Bears finished fall ball 5-1.
See Ya next spring.

Practice started the second week
of September in anticipation of the
firsttirnetheBearssoftballteamhas
participated in tournament play in
the fall.
They have worked hard so they.
canprovethattheyareastalentedas
the other teams if not better.
The Bears won the Mid Ohio
Conference the first year they participated in the league.
.
They went undefeated in the
NAIA District 22 championship
tournament last spring. The next
step was to travelto Midland, Mich.
and play Northwcxxl Technical Institute, the MichiganNAIAChamps.
The Bears, in a two-day tournament, captured a two out of three
game series to become the Bi-District23 champs. Thiswas"quitenoteworthy because this was the first

tirneanOhioteamdefeatedaMichi- 185 pound left-hander shut down
gan team to advance to the NAIA the Bears 5 - 0.
championships.
~---------,
Woody Hayes
would have been
proud that we beat
thempeopleupnorth.
The Bears traveled to Pensacola, Fla.
as one of the best of
16 teams in the nation. Lady Luck was
not with them in the
draw. They drew the
Huntingdon University of Alabama
Hawks, which was
one of the teams predieted to be in the finals.
The Bearshungtoughand played
The reasoning for this was be- sound defense but couldn't catch up
cause the Hawks boasted of having to the pure heat and rising fast ball.
Deb Sonnenberg, the number one
The Bears came back and depitcher in the nation. T_he six foot, feated a fine Milligan, Tenn. team 8-

Bears capture 5 of 6 in Columbus State_tournament play

By Tom Davis
UC Sports Editor

~~~---·--------,

•
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SSU cheerleaders practice for busy season
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The University Chronicle
NOW IN THE CHRONICLE

CL4.SSJFIEDS, PERSONALS, BUY AND SELL ITEMS
$1 oo FOR 30 WORDS, PAYMENT IN ADVANCE
DEADLINE l ODA YS BEFORE PUBLICATION
ALL OTHER Sil.£ ADS PUBLISHED AS DISPLAY
CALL 355-2278 OR MASSIE 411

Total woman seeks the come
pany of a metaphysical man who
understands nature religions and
nude drumming. Meet these guidelines, write me. Correspondent 028.
Reply to the University Chronicle,
Massie 411. Ad.
Ar Tyr Ar: Warlike and studious. Interested in joining this elite
group? For fun, excitement and
stranger than fiction encounters,
contact Dr. Mark Mirabello, 3552351 Ad.
Interested in writing to someone in the former Soviet Union? It's
more exciting than you think! Thousands of Soviets are very eager to
write to Americans. You can get
started for only $5: You'll receive
an address ofsomeone to whom you
may write. You'll also receive tips
on writing to Soviets, mailing, postage and interesting topics to disc~.
Send $5 check or money order to
FATW, PO Box 1402, Friendship,
Ohio 45630. Include your name,
age, sex, and home address. Ad.

Single attractive white male 26,
seeking single white female for exciting times. Enjoy rock music, racing, candlelight dinners and moonlight strolls. Send letter and photo if
possible. Correspondent 026. Reply
to the University Chronicle, Massie
411. Ad.
Registertovote! Registertovote!
Regi&1er to vote! Register to vote!
Register to vote! Register to vote!
Register to vote! Register to vote!
Register to vote! Registertovote! Ad.
Looking for fun adventure, total havoc? Come join the few, the
proud, the willing, write in the University Chronicle! Ad.
Warlike and Studious. Warlike and Studious. Warlike and Studious. Warlike and Studious. Warlike and Studious. Warlike and
Studious. Warlike and Studious.
Warlike and Studious. Warlike and
Studious.Warlike and Studious. Ad.
Watch for the Battle of the
Bulge between Tony and Donna.
Ad.

SSU cheerJeaders po5e during a practice session in the activities center last week. Shown are,
front, Bart Marcum, Todd Reed, Keith Adams and Joe Hull, and back. Lois Rase, adviser,
Katrina Davis, Jenny Kinker, Jeannie Alkire, Jennifer Dunham and Amy Murray.

Photo by Robert Gam.bill, UC Business Manager

_G olf team finishes in good standing
The SSU golftearnhasjustcompleted its most successful golf season yet.
The 1992 spring team won the
Walsh Invitational, followed the next
week with another win in the Urbana Invitational.
The team's overall record was
81-25. SSU was 35-4 against MidOhio League opponents and 39-7
against other District 22 N.A.I.A.
teams.
It finished second in the state
N.A.1.A. tournament. In addition to
two first places in invitationals, it
also had four second place finishes,
out of nine tournaments.

BILL KNITTEL'S BP
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Complete Mechanical Work

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
l'lliliJ
BRAKES
BATTERIES
._
ACCESSORIES
TUNE-UPS ·
UNDERCOATING

354-6494
353-5823
353-9205

Gallia & Waller Sta.

Portsmouth

Three member of the team were competed in the national N.A.I.A.
individual winner medalists in at tournament in Angola, Ind.
least one tournament.
All current players are expected
Doug Joseph was the Mid-Ohio to return next spring.
Conference Playerofthe Year, winning the Mt. Vernon, Walsh and
It pays $$$ to
Urbana tournaments.
advertise
in The
Scot Crace won the Baron Clas- .
Chronicle
sic and also made All Mid-Ohio
355-2278 today!
Conference. Dave Augustin won the
N.A.I.A. district tournament and

Big J & Pepsi $.99 - Footer $1.25

· Jean's
Restaurant
Corner of Gallia
and Offnere Streets

Flurries and shakes, sundaes and hot fudge cake .
Open Sun. - Thur. 8. a.m. - 11 'p.m., Fri - Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.

I 0% o to SSU students, acul

JOSTENS
Watch for us in the
university center

and staff

•
Illustrator's Contest - Deadline Dec. 1 - Science Fiction/Fantasy
- Line Drawings, Humor and Caricature, Line Drawings
$50 first prize in each category - open to all - Prizes donated by Dr. Mark Mirabello - Submit entries to Massie 411
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"@o I take 'TAe Microbiolosy of Potehfia/ly
Patho9enic Beta-Hernolv+ic f+reptococci:
Or I The f:volution of the fituat,on Comedy.'
Do I real~ waht to Hve with Judy the
neat frea\<.7_~.! can•+_believe Ive
got uh+il Monday 1o decide it I'tn -a Biolo3y
ot" a T~ea+re rnajor. Have I complefely lost
it ? Will I ever be able to make 'a deciflon,
a9ain? 'vlait arninute,juJf ye;ferday,I waf
able to picl< a phone c~pany with
ab so\utely no problem .•.Y@s, there ir hope~

W

ith AT&T, choosing a phone company is easy.
Because when you sign up for AT&T Student
Saver Plus, you can pick from a complete line
of products and services designed specifically to fit your
needs while you're in college. Whatever they may be.
Our Reach Out Plans can save you money on AT&f
Long Distance, no matter where and when you call. Call
Manager* will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from

-i•--•-------.. . . .

the ones )()Ur roommates make. And the AT&T Calling
Card makes it easy to call' from almost anywhere to
anywhere. Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your first
call is free~•
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long
distance service.
AT&T Student Saver Plus. It's the one college decision that's
easy to make.

lb sign up for ME' Student Smer Plus, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 85L
_ _ ....,... ____ ,....a _ _ _ _ _ ,.._

Ce,JATJll.'nll _
_,. .....
"b'I--UATJIILD.Cerli&.,.._.,zza1-afdlma-<IIIW,
_ _ ..., _ _ _udm.io.
alliaa_CJ11,__,/l/'IL lbl_.. .. _ . ,

AT&T

